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IMI Systems' Next Generation Artillery Systems
IMI Systems successfully demonstrates its innovative artillery systems
to senior officials from 17 countries
Ramat Hasharon, Israel, November 16, 2016. IMI Systems (formerly Israel Military
Industries) last week demonstrated a full spectrum of its advanced solutions for the
next generation of artillery systems to a gathering of senior officials from 17 countries
including a number of NATO members.
The presentation showcased live firing of the Accular, a high precision guided rocket
for ranges of up to 40 km, the highly accurate 155 mm shell developed by IMI
Systems in cooperation with BAE Systems Rokar, and an activation of EXTRA missile
120kg warhead. The EXTRA missile is designed to attack qualitative targets from 30
km up to a range of 150 km.
In addition, IMI Systems presented advanced artillery radars manufactured by Elta, a
UAV from Elbit, and a regional meteorology system made by the Mer Group.
The event, which took place at an undisclosed IDF firing range located in southern
Israel, was hosted by IMI Systems' newly appointed Chairman, Mr. Yitzhak
Aharonovitch, and CEO, Mr. Avi Felder.
“The success of this demonstration further enhances IMI Systems' already established
position as a world leading systems house for unique artillery systems,” said Mr.
Aharonovitch.
About IMI Systems Inc.
Established in 1933, IMI Systems (formerly Israeli Military Industries) is a defense
systems house specializing in the development, production, marketing and
implementation of end-to-end solutions for land, air, naval and homeland security
(HLS) applications.
Globally recognized as a leading provider of combat-proven solutions for the modern
battlefield, IMI Systems' innovative artillery, rocket and mobility offerings incorporate
extensive operational experience, advanced technologies and exclusive
methodologies developed for the IDF, US Military, NATO nations and military and
government agencies in over 70 countries. Today, more than 70% of all IMI Systems'
products are exported to customers around the world.
The company, which is wholly owned by the state of Israel, employs 2,900 personnel
active in 6 business units: Armor, Infantry, Artillery, Air & Naval, HLS and Small
Caliber Ammunition, alongside production, testing and laboratory facilities and two
subsidiaries: the Security & Anti-Terror Training Academy, and the Ashot Ashkelon
Industries aerospace solutions provider.
For more information please go to www.imi-israel.com

